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Observation of low-field peaks and the temperature evolution of four kinds of magnetization
processes in Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti
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Two abnormal magnetic phenomena, i.e., the low-field peak in the second derivative of magnetization and
the temperature evolution of four kinds of magnetization processes in a sequence of Normal→quasi-FOMP
→SOMP→FOMP ~FOMP and SOMP stand for first- and second-order magnetization processes! are observed
experimentally in a compound Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti. An experimental procedure is developed to overcome the
difficulty of distinguishing these phenomena. The mechanisms behind these phenomena are also discussed,
which are consistent with the predictions of the theoretical calculations of one- and two-sublatticefixed sample
models based on the mean-field theory. The systematical study of our previous work on the two-sublattice
systems is briefly reviewed. A comprehensible description is given of the starting hypothesis, models, and
expectations, and conclusions deduced from these experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding magnetic properties of rare-ea
transition-metal~R-T! intermetallics is very important for de
veloping permanent magnets.1 The magnetization processe
of theR-Tcompounds have been investigated systematic
by mean-field models, such as the one-sublatticefixed-
samplemodel involving anisotropy constants up to the six
order,2,3 and the two-sublatticefree-samplemodel involving
the exchange and the anisotropy constants up to the se
order.2,4 For thefixed-samplemodel, the external field is ap
plied along a certain crystallographic direction so that
Zeeman term isMiB cosui for each sublatticei. For thefree-
samplemodel, the sample is free to rotate in the exter
magnetic field so that the Zeeman term isMB, whereM is
the vector sum of all sublattice momentsMi . It is evident
that the difference in the Zeeman energy for thefixed- and
free-samplemodels leads to very much different magnetiz
tion processes.

The phase diagrams for the first-order magnetization p
cesses~FOMPs! were given by Asti and Bolzoni for afixed-
sample one-sublattice model with three anisotrop
constants.3 In our previous work, it was proved that
FOMP-like jump exists in the magnetization curves ev
when the set of parameters of the anisotropies is not wi
FOMP zones, which was defined as a quasi-FOMP.5,6 The
difference is that a FOMP is a first-order transition with
hysteresis loop, whereas a quasi-FOMP is reversible wi
very flat energy minimum with respect to the angleu be-
tween the moment direction and thec axis.5,6 A second-order
magnetization process~SOMP! occurs on the borderline be
tween the FOMP and quasi-FOMP zones in the ph
diagram.5 It was expected that the magnetization proces
would evolve with decreasing temperature in a sequenc
normal→quasi-FOMP→SOMP→FOMP.5,6
0163-1829/2003/67~1!/014419~7!/$20.00 67 0144
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Some experimental data of fixed samples of well-defin
crystallographic axes were shown in Refs. 2 and 4, but
theoretical work on thefixed-sampletwo-sublattice mean-
field model, compared with measuredd2M /d2B;B curves,
were given in the reviews.2,4 In our previous work,7–9 on the
other hand, we studied the magnetization process for afixed-
sample two-sublattice mean-field model. A low-field pea
was found to emerge in the second derivative of the mag
tization with respect to the magnetic field, corresponding t
field-induced noncollinear configuration in two-sublatti
ferromagnetic systems, due to the competition among
opposite sublattice anisotropies and the exchange interac
between the sublattice moments.7,9

It is interesting to detect whether these two kinds of t
abnormal magnetic phenomena exist in the real system
confirm the validity of these theoretical models to theR-T
compounds. In this paper, we report on an experimental
servation of the low-field peak and the evolution of the fo
kinds of magnetization processes in a compou
Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti. For a fully comprehensible understandin
of these magnetization processes, in Sec. II we first giv
theoretical outline of the models, including thefixed-sample
one-sublattice mean-field model and thefixed-sampletwo-
sublattice mean-field model. The different magnetizat
processes, such as normal, quasi-FOMP, SOMP, FOMP
low-field peak, etc., are introduced. The systematical st
of our previous work on the two-sublattice systems is brie
reviewed. Section III represents the experimental details
the sample preparation, the pulsed field magnetometer,
singular point detection~SPD! technique, etc. The results an
discussion are presented in Sec. IV. Section V is for su
mary.

II. MODELS

The models employed in this work are based on the me
field theory. The basic starting hypothesis is that the inter
©2003 The American Physical Society19-1
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tions between magnetic moments are very strong so that
can be treated as a whole to be a sum of the magnetic
ments of the same ions/sublattices. The simplest model is
one-sublattice model, in which only the magnetic mome
of the ions in one sublattice are taken into account or th
of all the ions in several sublattices are treated as a wh
The two-sublattice model takes into account the magn
moments of two different sublattices, which is much mo
complicated than the one-sublattice model. The total free
ergy of a two-sublattice magnet in the presence of an ex
nal field is usually expressed as a sum of five terms,

E5Eex1Ean,A1Ean,B1EZeeman,A1EZeeman,B ~1!

whereEex is the energy associated with the exchange in
action between the magnetic moments of the two sublatti
Ean,i ( i 5A,B) is the anisotropy energy for sublatticei and
EZeeman,i ( i 5A,B) is the contribution from the interactio
between the moment of sublatticei and the external field.

Either the one-sublattice model or the two-sublatt
model can be used for interpreting the experimental resu
such as magnetization processes at a certain temperatur
temperature dependence of magnetization, etc., forR-T inter-
metallics and also for magnetic thin films or multilayer
Either the one-sublattice model or the two-sublattice mo
can be dealt within the hypothesis of thefree- and fixed-
samplemodels. The differences between thefree-model and
fixed-samplemodels are as follows: Forfree-samplemodels
the sample is free to rotate in an external magnetic fie
while for fixed-samplemodels the external field is applie
along a certain crystallographic direction. Therefore,
Zeeman term in thefree-samplemodels isMB, whereM is
the vector sum of all sublattice momentsMi , while the Zee-
man term in thefixed-samplemodels isMiB cosu for each
sublatticei. In this work, we focus our interests only on th
fixed-samplemodels, which will be described in detail sep
rately in Secs. II A and II B for the one- and two-sublatti
models.

A. One-sublattice fixed-sample model

If only one sublattice is magnetic or if the intersublatti
exchange is so strong that the moments of the two-subla
remain collinear during the whole magnetization process,
one-sublattice model is applicable for understanding
magnetic properties of theR-Tcompounds or magnetic films
If we neglect the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the ba
plane, the total free energy of afixeduniaxial one-sublattice
magnet can be written as

E5K1 sin2 u1K2 sin4 u1K3 sin6 u2BMs cos~f2u!,
~2!

whereu is the angle between the sublattice magnetic mom
Ms and thec axis, andf the angle between the direction o
the applied magnetic fieldB and thec axis. The magneto-
crystalline anisotropy constants are taken into account u
the sixth orderK3 . The magnetization process can be calc
lated by minimizingE as a function ofu with varying B,
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]E

]u
5~K112K2 sin2 u13K3 sin4 u!sin 2u2BMs sin~f2u!

50 ~3!

with the criterion of (]2E/]u2).0.
Then we have

B5
~K112K2 sin2 u13K3 sin4 u!sin 2u

Ms sin~f2u!
~4!

and

M5Ms cos~f2u! ~5!

as the set of equations determining the magnetization cu
The FOMP is a first-order transition during which th

magnetic moment irreversibly reorients from an energy m
mum to another. During the FOMP, the moment reorientat
must overcome an energy barrier that may be equal to
energy maximum between the two-energy minima or to
energy needed for nucleation of a domain in which the m
netic moment has the direction of the second minimum
the thermal excitation cannot supply enough energy to
magnetic moment to overcome the barrier, a small loop w
appear accompanying the FOMP transition in the magnet
tion curve, which is a common character of the first-ord
transition. In a one-sublattice magnet, the FOMP can be
tributed to the high-order magnetic anisotropy constants. A
and Bolzoni gave a phase diagram of the FOMPs with
spect to the anisotropy constants.3 According to whether the
magnetic moment is directly reoriented into the saturat
direction, the FOMPs were classified into two differe
types.3 After a type-I FOMP, the magnet reaches the satu
tion state, otherwise the FOMP is of type II. Thermal evo
tion of the FOMPs was studied systematically,10 by an effec-
tive parametric method in the mean-field approximatio
similar to that used for studying the thermal evolution of t
temperature-induced spin reorientation~SR!.11 Phase dia-
grams for the existence of these thermal behaviors of
FOMPs are given in the anisotropy spaces at zero temp
ture with the combination of analytical and numeric
calculations.10

The concept of quasi-FOMPs was introduced in our p
vious work,5 which is quite different from that of the FO
MPs. The magnetization processes with a FOMP-l
anomaly, so-called quasi-FOMPs are reversible proces
During the quasi-FOMP, the energy minima with respect tu
become very flat, so that the magnetic moment will rot
substantially upon a slight change in the external field. So
quasi-FOMP is defined as a magnetization process du
which there is no discontinuity, and the approach to the sa
ration proceeds with a point of inflection or a kink. The kn
point of the anomalous section in the magnetization cu
corresponds to the maximum of moment-rotation rate wh
appears as a peak in the first derivative of the magnetiza
curve and as a zero point between two opposite peaks in
second derivative of the magnetization with respect to
external magnetic field.5,6 This means that the FOMP cha
acter would prevail in any system characterized by a se
9-2
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anisotropy constants similar to that of FOMP systems, wh
can exist in the district outside the FOMP’s zone in Asti a
Bolzoni’s phase diagrams.3,5,6Similar to the cases of the FO
MPs, quasi-FOMPs can be classified into two types I and
The FOMP-like character of a quasi-FOMP will decrease
the set of the anisotropy constants becomes more diffe
from that favoring a FOMP, and finally it vanishes. The im
portance of introducing the quasi-FOMPs is evident, due
the following facts: Experimentally, many FOMP-lik
anomalies have been observed, which do not like the fi
order transitions and which are not accompanied by hys
esis loops even at low temperatures. The anisotropy c
stants for these materials, derived by fitting t
magnetization curves, do not indicate a FOMP. Many auth
interpreted these anomalies as FOMPs that are rounde
polycrystalline effects or by complicated domain structu
even in a single-crystalline sample.

The borderline between a FOMP system and a qu
FOMP system is a second-order transition~i.e., a SOMP!
because the magnetization is continuous but the first der
tive has a singular point. In addition, there should exis
normal magnetization process, during which no transition
anomaly is exhibited. So there are four different kinds
magnetization processes: the normal process, the qu
FOMP, the SOMP, and the FOMP. Figure 1 gives the ph
diagrams for these four different magnetization processe

Because one of the properties of a quasi-FOMP is
existence of a positive section followed by a zero point in
second derivative of the magnetization, the condition fo
quasi-FOMP is that the following inequality is satisfied ou
side the FOMP zone:

d2M

dB2 .0, uP@min~uE ,f!,max~uE ,f!#, ~6!

whereuE is the angle between thec axis and the easy mag
netization direction, andf the angle between the extern
field and thec axis. The condition for a SOMP is one an
only one solution of the following equation:

dB

dM
50, uP@min~uE ,f!,max~uE ,f!#, ~7!

If the magnetic field is directed along a symmetry crys
axis, the analytical expressions for the first and second
rivatives of the magnetization curve can be derived for
deduction of the quasi-FOMP and SOMP zones from E
~6! and ~7!. For convenience, we defines5sinu, c5cosu,
x5K2 /K1 , and y5K3 /K1 . For f590°, Eqs.~4! and ~5!
take very simple forms~see Ref. 6!:

dM

dB
5

Ms
2

2K1~116xs2115ys4!
, ~8!

d2M

dB2 52
Ms

3s~x15ys2!

4K1
2~116xs2115ys4!

. ~9!

For f50°, one obtains
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dM

dB
5

Ms
2

2K18~116x8c2115y8c4!
, ~10!

d2M

dB2 5
Ms

3c~x815y8c2!

4K18
2~116x8c2115y8c4!

, ~11!

where K1852(K112K213K3), K2852K216K3 , K385

212K3 , x85K28/K18 andy85K38/K18 . The quasi-FOMP and
SOMP zones obtained by using Eqs.~6!–~11! are shown in
Fig. 1, which are labeled with the lettersQ and S, respec-
tively. The curves used in Fig. 1 are listed in the figure ca
tion. Similar to the definition in Asti and Bolzoni’s phas
diagrams,3 the lettersA and P denote the direction of the
external field perpendicular and parallel to thec axis, respec-
tively. The letterC means the easy cone anisotropy of t
system. The numbers 1 and 2 correspond to type-I an
quasi-FOMPs, SOMPs or FOMPs. The characteristics o
magnetization process depend strongly on the tempera
because the high-order anisotropy constants decrease f
than the low-order anisotropy constants. The FOMP, SOM
and quasi-FOMP, which are caused by the high-order ani
ropy constants, will gradually disappear with increasing te

FIG. 1. Phase diagrams for four different magnetization p
cesses: normal, quasi-FOMP, SOMP, and FOMP for~a! K1.0,5 and
~b! K1,0. A1, A2, A1C, P1, P2, andP1C are FOMP zones de-
fined in Ref. 3.QA1, QA2, QA1C, QP1, QP2, andQP1C are the
corresponding quasi-FOMP zones, whileSA1, SA2, SA1C, SP1,
SP2, andSP1C are lines or curves for SOMPs.N is for a normal
process. The curves are as follows:l: 3x225y50; m: x15y50;
n: 116x115y50; o: 112x13y50; p: 3(x22y)225y(124x)
50; q: 124x50; r: x13y50; s: 2x2y50, with x5K2 /K1 and
y5K3 /K1 .
9-3
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perature. At high temperature, like room temperature, o
the normal magnetization process is likely to show up. It w
predicted that the magnetization processes would ev
with decreasing temperature in a sequence of nor
→quasi-FOMPs→SOMPs→FOMPs.5,6

B. Two-sublattice fixed-sample model

For a fixed single crystal with two magnetic sublattice
the total free energy can be expressed as

E5nABMAMB cos~uA2uB!1(
i 51

3

(
j 5A,B

Ki j sin2iu j

2 (
j 5A,B

BMj cos~f2u j !, ~12!

where the exchange energy between the two magnetic
lattices, the anisotropy energies up to the sixth-order ani
ropy constantK3A ~or K3B), and the Zeeman energies of th
magnetic momentsM j ( j 5A,B) of each sublattice are take
into account.uA ~or uB) is the angle between the sublattic
magnetic momentsMA ~or MB) and thec axis, andf the
angle between the direction of the applied magnetic fieldB
and thec axis. So the configuration of the moments of t
sublattices is determined by these energies. At equilibri
one has

]E

]uA
5nABMAMB sin~uB2uA!1(

i 51

3

iK iA sin2i 22 uA sin 2uA

2BMA sin~f2uA!50, ~13!

]E

]uB
5nABMAMB sin~uA2uB!1(

i 51

3

iK iB sin2i 22 uB sin 2uB

2BMB sin~f2uB!50 ~14!

with the criterion of

D5S ]2E

]uA]uB
D 2

2
]2E

]uA
2

]2E

]uB
2,0;

]2E

]uA
2.0;

]2E

]uB
2.0.

The magnetization processes of a two-sublattice mag
are profuse, because a bending of the magnetic mom
could occur, accompanying their noncollinear configuratio
when the external field is applied. A study of spin config
rations in a two-sublattice system revealed that noncollin
spin configurations exist even in the absence of an exte
field, which originate from the competition among the e
change interaction and the opposite magnetic anisotropie
the two sublattices.12 The phase diagrams were given f
different spin configurations at the zero field of the tw
sublattice system, which were derived by considering
anisotropy constants up to the second~or sixth! order.12

When the magnetic field is applied, the magnetization p
cesses are determined by the total free energy of Eq.~12! as
well as the equilibrium condition of Eqs.~13! and ~14!. A
computation procedure was developed to calculate not o
the magnetization curve but also the first and second der
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tives of the magnetization with respect to the magnetic fi
of the two-sublattice ferromagnet.7 It was found that, besides
the peaks in the high-field range corresponding to the ani
ropy field, a low-field peak could emerge in the second-or
derivative curves of magnetization, depending sensitively
the competition between the exchange energy and the
competing single-ion anisotropies of the two-sublatt
system.7,9,13,14 The effects of the exchange interaction a
the anisotropies were discussed,9 and the phase diagrams fo
the existence of the low field peaks were given.14 The exis-
tence of a low-field peak is a characteristic of the tw
sublattice system, which has not been detected experim
tally up to date, to our knowledge. It was clear that only t
second-order competing anisotropies of the two sublatt
are needed for prediction of the low-field peak.7,9,13,14If the
high-order anisotropies were taken into account, the FOM
would occur at the high-field range of the magnetizati
curve.6 Of course, the situation becomes much more co
plex in the two-sublattice system. The bending processes
cur so that the magnetic moments of the two sublatti
could jump either together or separately; thus more than
FOMP could occur in one magnetization curve.6 For com-
parison between thefixed-sampleand thefree-samplemod-
els, the readers can refer to the literature for the study of
magnetization processes in a two-sublatticefree-sample
system.2,4,15

The temperature dependence of the magnetization of
two-sublattice system was investigated systematically.16–19

Some phenomena, including the ferrimagneticlike anom
in a two-sublattice ferromagnet,16 the first-order spin reori-
entation reform,17 and the second-order spin reorientati
reform18,19 were predicted in a certain condition for the tem
perature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization i
two-sublattice system.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The SPD technique developed by Asti and Rinaldi is
convenient method to determine the anisotropy field and
FOMP transition field of polycrystalline samples.20,21 Due to
the noise signal at low field range of the SPD, it is usua
hard to pick the low-field peak out of the background. T
problem is not only to search which compound exhibits t
kind of phenomenon in its SPD curve, but also to confi
that the peak really belongs to the intrinsic behaviors of
compound. On the other hand, more difficulty arose in d
tinguishing a quasi-FOMP from a FOMP experimenta
~there is much more difficulty in the case of polycrystallin
samples!. In this work, we develop a procedure to overcom
this difficulty to illustrate the temperature evolution of th
four kinds of magnetization processes.

A polycrystalline compound Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti was pre-
pared by arc melting.22 The homogenized ingot, after bein
annealed at 1100 °C for 15 days, is essentially of sin
phase with a tetragonal ThMn12-type structure. Some mag
netic phase transitions in this compound were studied i
previous report.22 Measurements of the anisotropy fieldBa ,
the critical fieldsBc0 of a FOMP~or SOMP or quasi-FOMP!,
and the fieldsBlow of the low-field peak for an aligned
9-4
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Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti sample were carried out by means of t
SPD technique in the pulsed-field facilities at the Institute
Experimental Physics, Technical University of Vienna, op
ated from 4.2–300 K with a maximum field of 30 T. In
uniaxial magnetic compound, a singularity ind2M /d2B;B
occurs atB5Ba , with the field perpendicular to the align
ment direction of the sample. For a sample with an e
plane magnetization, like Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti, a cylindrical
sample was prepared by the rotation-alignment met
aligning powders in a field of 1 T and fixing them in epox
resin.22,23The magnetic field was applied along the directi
perpendicular to the alignment direction.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SPD curves of the magnetization measured at 180–29
are given in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! for Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti. Besides
the peaks in the high-field range corresponding to the ani
ropy fields, clear low-field peaks are found on the SP
curves from room temperature to 200 K. The signal of
low-field peaks is much pronounced than the backgrou
and thus cannot be due to the noise signal. The decrea
Blow with decreasing temperature distinguishes it clea
from that of the coercivity. The shift of the low-field pea
positions, depending on the temperature, is attributed to
text that the strength of the exchange coupling between

FIG. 2. SPD curves at different temperatures
Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti
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sublattice moments is comparable with the compet
anisotropies of the two sublattices.7,9 Figure 3 shows the
temperature dependence of the anisotropy fieldsBa and the
fields Blow of the low-field peaks.Ba increases from 3.08 to
5.09 T, whileBlow decreases from 1.08 to 0.27 T when t
temperature is from 290 to 180 K. There is a clear conc
point at about 220 K in the curve for the anisotropy fieldBa ,
showing the occurrence of some anomalies in the SPD cu

According to our theory of a quasi-FOMP,5,6 its critical
field was identified as the field at which the SPD curve cr
zero (Bc0). A quasi-FOMP temperatureTquasi-FOMPwas iden-
tified where double peaks appear at the SPD curve and
SPD curve begins to cross zero~for onset of a quasi-FOMP
not of a FOMP, as stated in Asti and Rinaldi’s work20,21!.
From Fig. 2~a!, we haveTquasi-FOMP5250 K. Figure 3 shows
thatBc0 increases from 3.16 to 4.70 T when the temperat
decreases from 250 to 180 K. The question is how to iden
the temperature for the onset of a FOMP. By a theoret
prediction,24 we expect that at the onset temperatureTFOMP
there exists a singularity on the temperature dependenc
Bc0 because actually a SOMP occurs at this temperature~so
better to call itTSOMP).

24 A concave point exists in the curv
in Fig. 3 for the critical fieldBc0 , accompanying that for the
anisotropy fieldBa . The singularity can be seen more clear
on thedBc0 /dT2T plot in Fig. 4~a!. The experimental data
are first smoothed as in Fig. 4~b!, and then the derivative is
done by a built-in function of the commercialORIGIN 5.0

software.25 We have successfully foundTSOMP5225 K,
which is about 25 K lower thanTquasi-FOMP. Therefore, the
temperature evolution of the four kinds of magnetizati
processes has been observed in a sequence of no
→quasi-FOMP→SOMP→FOMP, in good agreement with
our theoretical prediction.5,6

The phase diagrams of these four magnetization proce
are given in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! for K1.0,5 andK1,0, re-
spectively. The present compound with an easy plane an
ropy corresponds to the phase diagram in Fig. 1~b! for K1
,0. During a quasi-FOMP, the knee point of the anomalo
section in the magnetization curve corresponds to the m
mum of moment-rotation rate, appearing as a peak in its

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the anisotropy fieldBa , the
critical field Bc0 of a quasi-FOMP or a SOMP or FOMP, and th
field Blow of the low-field peaks for Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti.
9-5
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derivative and as a zero point between two opposite peak
its second derivative of the magnetization with respect to
magnetic field. As mentioned above in Sec. II A, the con
tion for a quasi-FOMP is that the inequality ofd2M /dB2

.0 is satisfied outside the FOMP zone in Asti and Bolzon
FOMP phase diagram.3 The condition ofdB/dM50 is for
an infinite discontinuity in the first derivative of the magn
tization during a SOMP,5,6,24 located at the borderline be
tween the FOMP and quasi-FOMP zones. An example
calculations, illustrated in Fig. 5~a!, shows the existence o
even a stronger singularity on theBc02T plot. The peak at
T50.58Tc corresponds to the SOMP, when the ratios for
anisotropy constantsK2 /K1 andK3 /K1 cross the curvep in
the phase diagram Fig. 1~b!. Zener’s power laws were use
for deducing temperature dependence of the anisotropy
efficientsk2 , k4

0, andk6
0 @see Fig. 5~b!#.26 The concave point

for the critical fieldBc0 in Fig. 3 can also be reproduced b
adjusting the anisotropy parameters. However, it is difficu
to analyze the experimental data quantitatively by our tw
sublattice mean-field model, not only because the polyc
talline character of the present sample, but also becaus

FIG. 4. ~a! dBc0 /dT vs the T plot for Pr0.8Nd0.2Fe11Ti. ~b!
shows the experimental data and the smoothed curves.
01441
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e
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weaknesses of the pulse field measurement, such as the
data.25 The difficulties are also due to the sensitivity of th
second-order derivative of the magnetization, which depe
strongly on the magnetic parameters, such as the exch
constant, the anisotropy constants of the two sublattices,
Nevertheless, more experimental data recorded on a si
crystal would be quite helpful.

The present work is consistent with our theoretical pred
tions, based on the one- and two-sublatticefixed-sample
models. The one-sublattice model is the simplest one,
analytical solutions can be easily derived to give the ph
diagrams for the different magnetization processes.3,5,6 The
existence of the low-field peaks is part of the character o
two-sublatticefixed-samplesystem, suggesting that a two
sublattice model is needed for describing quantitatively
whole magnetization process of the present compoun7,9

However, it is hard to derive the analytical solution in th
presence of fields for two-sublattice systems to give
phase diagrams for the magnetization processes~like FO-
MPs! at the high-field range. Nevertheless, the phase
gram for FOMPs, quasi-FOMPs, and SOMPs, derived ba

FIG. 5. ~a! Bc0 vs theT plot calculated based the Zener’s pow
law. Bc0 corresponds to the maximum value ofdM/dB for each
temperature.~b! shows the temperature dependence of the ani
ropy coefficientsk2

0, k4
0, andk6

0. The parameters used during th
calculations areJ52, M (0)51, K152100 J,K25100 J, andK3

52100 J.
9-6
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on the one-sublattice model, is still useful for illustratin
these phenomena qualitatively. This is because forfixed
samples, competition between the two sublattices, such
bending of the moments, mainly occurs at the low-fie
range where the low-field peaks emerge,7,9 while the charac-
ter of the system can be treated approximately by the o
sublatticefixed-samplemodel in the high-field range wher
the FOMPs, quasi-FOMPs, or SOMPs usually occur.

The present work indicates that the one and two-sublat
mean-field models are valid to a certain extent for interp
ing the magnetic properties and for predicting the pheno
ena of theR-T intermetallics. Furthermore, the one- and t
two-sublattice mean-field models are applicable for interp
ing the experimental results in magnetic thin films.27–30

V. SUMMARY

In summary, the systematical study of our previous wo
on two-sublattice systems has been briefly reviewed. A co
prehensible description has been given of the starting
pothesis, models, expectations, and conclusions ded
F

pl.

-

g

n

g

01441
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e
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-

t-
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y-
ed

from the experimental data. We have observed low-fi
peaks in the second derivative of the magnetization and
temperature evolution of four kinds of magnetization pr
cesses (normal→quasi-FOMP→SOMP→FOMP), by em-
ploying the SPD technique. Because the second derivativ
the magnetization corresponds to the acceleration of the
ment rotation, studying the low-field peaks as well as
four magnetization processes in detail provides us w
deeper insight into the magnetic behaviors of the materi
The experimental findings in this work indicate that the on
and two-sublattice mean-field models are valid to a cert
extent for interpreting the magnetic properties and for p
dicting the phenomena of theR-T intermetallics.
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